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❖ First make sure your dog is conditioned to a voice marker ("yes" or "niiiice" or whatever). 
❖ 1st stage of DMT: YOU notice the distraction (in this case, another dog either in sight or 

barking so you hear it, or ANY stimuli that might raise your dog's arousal level, even 
good things) and you mark and reward no matter what your dog is doing. Even if they 
haven't noticed it yet, even if they are staring and ignoring you, doesn't matter. Mark and 
treat EVERY. SINGLE. TIME. Also start doing this for other stimuli so it doesn't 
accidentally become a predictor of The Scary Thing. DMT cats, people, leaves blowing, 
noisy trucks, power tool sounds, soccer games, birds, cats, squirrels, anything novel or 
potentially exciting. Always reward close to you, with your dog’s focus on you, not the 
environment. It is important to build a foundation of marking and rewarding neutral 
and positive stimuli before you begin working with the biggest struggles- ie, 
people, dogs, squirrels, etc. 

❖ 2nd stage of DMT: this should be after a few weeks of constant first step DMT. Now you 
will wait until your dog actually notices the distraction (another dog or whatever the 
stimulus might be), and THEN you will mark and reward. Doesn't matter if he keeps 
staring at the dog, looks elsewhere, whatever. Mark and reward as soon as he notices 
the dog. Continue doing this for any and all stimuli that your dog alerts to (alets can look 
like- staring, stiff body, lunging, growling, vocalizing, etc) 

❖ 3rd stage: after a few weeks or months of this your dog will have developed a positive 
conditioned emotional response to the stimuli that is also a CALM response. Your dog 
decides when you get to stage 3, not you. You will know you are at stage 3 when your 
dog automatically LOOKS AT YOU upon noticing another dog (or any other stimulus that 
you have been DMTing). Now you can mark and reward the "look" and carry on your 
way (preferably away from the dog or Scary Thing to set yourself up for success). 

❖ 4th stage: Your dog does not react to the thing in the environment. Calmly mark and 
reward this non-response.  

 
A few tips: 

- remember that the distraction is not you distracting your dog. The distraction is the thing 
in the environment that you are wanting to see a calm reaction toward.  

- make sure you DMT many things that your dog notices and not only other dogs 
- stay far away enough from the other dog or Scary Thing that your dog is NOT barking 

and lunging, or else they are over threshold and not able to learn. 
- if your dog does bark and lunge, use a2b (happily head the other way) and get to a safe 

distance where you can practice a couple minutes of DMT and you have your dog's 
focus.  

- DMT is the process of starting with classical conditioning and transitioning at your dog's 
pace to operant conditioning.  



- you are teaching your dog that other dogs are a NON EVENT. Don't do any on leash 
greetings during this time. Do not let your dog rehearse the barking and lunging at other 
dogs (or whatever The Scary Thing is) 

- You will find yourself at different stages of DMT for different things (for example, you 
might progress quickly to stage 3 of DMT for people wearing hoods, but still be on stage 
1 for barking dogs or squirrels) 


